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Abstract. One considers probabilistic normed spaces as defined by Alsina, Sklar, and

Sc|weizer, but with non necessarily continuous triangle functions. Such spaces are endowed

with a generalized topology th¿t is Fréchet-separated, translation-invariant and countably
generated by radial and circled 0-neighborhoods. Conversely, we show that such generalized

topologies are probabilistically normable.
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1- Introduction

Probabilistic normed spaces (briefly, PN spaces) were first defined by Serst-

nev in the early sixties fsee 113]], thus originating a fruitful theory that extended

the theory of ordinary nolmed spaces. Thirty years latel, Alsina, Schweizer, and

Sklar gave in [1] a quite general definition of PN space) based on the definition

of Menger's betweenness in probabilistic metlic spaces; fsee 114],p. 232]'

We here consider PN spaces in which the involved triangle firnctions arc non

necessarily continuous. With regards to a gerieralized topology in the sense

of Fréchet and for probabilistic metlic spaces, the problem was treated by

Hóhle in [6] where he showed that all generalized topologies which are Fréchet-

separated and first-numerable are induced by certain probabilistic metrics. The

main result of this paper is a similar result for probabilistic norms, where the

ú-norm has certain restriction:

1 Theorem. LetT be at-morm such that suPg<z<l T(r,t) 1I. Suppose

thatT(r,y) ! ry, wheneuer r,U 16, for some 6 > 0. A Fréchet-sep&rated,

translat'ion-i,nuariant, genero,l'¿zed topology (Up)res on a real uector space S 'is
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d,eriaable from a Menger PN space (S,u,r7,rT.), i'f and onlyUs admi'ts a count-

a,ble base of rad'i'al and, ci'rcled subsets, where 0 is the ori'gi'n of S '

In fact, this result also holds if one assumes ? to be Archimedean near the

origin, i.e. thereisaó > 0suchthat0 <T(*,r) 1r, forall 0<r < ó lsee

Remark [8], after Theorem [1]].
we think that a similar result could be interestinglor f,,rzzy normed spaces

in the sense of Felbin [3], but allowing non-continuity of the ü-norms, and t-

conorms involved in the fuzzy structure'
In [10] the authors use this generalized topology to define borrnded subsets

in PN tpu""t (with non necessarily continuous triangle functions) and study its

relationship with 2-bound.ed. subsets (a concept which is defined in probabilistic

terms).

2 PM and PN sPaces

Recall from [r] and [14] some definitions on probabilistic metric and proba-

bilistic normed spaces'

As usual, A+ denotes the set of distance distribution functions, i.e. distri-

bution functions with F(0) : 0, endowed with the metric topology given by

the modified Lévy-sybley metric d¿ [see a.2 ín llal. Given a real numbQr a' €6

denotes the distribution function defined as eo(r) : 0 if r I a and eo(r) : 1

if r > a. Hence, the set of non-negative real numbers lR+ can be viewed as a

subspace of a+. A triangle function r is a map from a+ x a+ -+ A+ which

is commutative, associative, nond.ecreasing in each variable and has e0 as the

identity. Such functions give rise to all possible extensions of the sum of real

numbers, so that (M3) below corresponds to the triangle inequality.

A probabi,li,st,íc metri,c space (briefl¡ a PM space) is a triple (s,F,r) whe'-e

^9 
is a non-empty set, F is a map from ^9 

x S -+ A+, called the probabilistic

metric, and ¡ is a triangle ftrnctiou, such that:

(M1) 4,q : eo if and onlY lf P: q'

(M2) Fea: Fq,p.

(M3) &,0 2 r(F4.,, F,.q).

when only (M1) and (M2) are required, it the pair (s, F) is said to be a prob-

abi,li,sti,c semi-metric space (briefly' PSM space)'

A PN space \s a quadruple (s,u,r,r*) in which s is a vector space over IR,

the probabi,tistic norm y is a map ,S -) A+, r and z* ate triangle functionsl

wnin[l][lietrianglefirnctionsareassumedtohecontin-
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such that the following conditions are satisfied fbr all p, q in S"

(N1) zo : eo if and only if pt: Q, where I is the origin of S'

(N2) u-o: uo.

(N3) zo..n > r(vr,uq).

(N4) zo 1 r*(u¡o,u11-s¡7r) for every ) e [0' 1]'

Observe that every PN space (S,u,r,z*) is a PM space, where Fr,r ": uo-n'

Recall that a t-norrn is a binary operation on [0, 1] that is commutative,

associative, nondecreasing in each variable, and has 1 as identity. Dually, a

ú-conorm is a binary operation on 10, 1] that is commutative, associativel non-

decreasing in each variable, and has 0 as identity. If ? is a ú-norm, its associated

ú-conorm 7* is defined by ?* (2, y) :: I - T(I - r,I - A)' Given a ú-norm ? one

defines the functions 17 and rr- bY

r7(F,G)(r) :: sup{?(Jr(s)' G(t)) : s * t : r},

and
,r.(F,G)(r) :: inf{?-(F(s),G(t)) : s f t : r}'

Recall that if ? is left-continuous then ry is a triangle function 114, p. 100],

although this is not necessary; For example, íf Z denotes the weakest ú-norm,

defined as Z(r,l) : Z(r,r) : r and Z(r,a) :0 elsewhere, thenr2 is a triangle

function which is not continuous.

A Serstnea PN space is a PN space (V, u,r,r*) where v satisfies the foilowing

Serstnev condition:

(S) uxp(r): "" 
(*), for all r € IR+, p evand ) € R\{0}' \l^ l/

which clearly implies (N2) and also lsee [1]](N4) in the strengthened form

uo: r¡4(usr,uq1-s)p), (1)

for all pe v and ) € [0,1] [see [1, Theorem 1]], where M is the ú-norm defined

as X[(r,Y) : min{r,Y}'
Let T be a ú-norm. A Me'nge,r PM s,pace u'nde,r ? is a PM space of the form

(S,F,ry). Analogously, a Menger PN space under ?a is a PN space of the form

(5,u,r7,ry-). Note that every metric space (S,d) is a Menger space (S, F,rnr)
where Fp,q: €¿(p,q). Analogously, every normed space (S, ll ll) it a Menger and

Serstnev PN space (S,u,r¡4,r¡a) where up: €llpll.
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3 Probabilistic metrization of generalized topologies

In [6] Hohle solved. a problem posed by Thorp about the probabilistic metriza-

tion oi generalized topologies. We recall some definitions and results that we

shall use in the next section.

Let .9 be a (non-empty) set. A general'ized topology (oJ type Vp) on S is

a family of subsets (up)pes, where l,!o ís a filter on s such that p € u for all

u €ue fsee e.g. [14, p. 38], [2, p.22]l Elements of l,lo ate cal\ed nei,ghborhood,s

at p. S.,"n a gene.ralized topology is called Fréchet-separated tf )UrurU : {p}.
A general,i,zed uni,formzty 1,4 on,9 is a filter on 5 x,9 such that every V eU

contains the diagonal {(p,pJ :p e ,S}, and for all V e l'l,we have that V-I ::
{k,d : (p,q) € v} atso belongs to ¿/. Elements of u are called u'ic'i'nit'íes (or
;entourages"). Every generalized uniformity l,/ induces a generalized topology

as fbllows: for p € S,

l.lr::{U c S l:y €t't:tl f {qe Slb,q) e y}}' (2)

A uniformity tl ís called Hausd,orff-separated if the intersection of all vicinities

is the diagonal on ,9. Theorem 1 in [6] claims:

2 Theorem. [Hóhte] Euery Fréchet-separated generalized topologa (up)pes

o,n a g'iuen set s ts tleri,aable f'rr.,rn a Hausdorff-se'pu'rated ge'ne'ral'ized u'n'ífortrt"ity

tl ¿nihe sense of (2). 6ED-1

Let (,S,.F.) be a PSM space' Consider the system (Np)pes, where Np :
{Np(¿) :ú>0}and

l/o(t) :: {q e S : Fr,n(t) > 1 -¿i'

This is called the stro'rtg nei'ghborhood, system.If we define 6(p,q) :: d¡(Fr.n,eo)'

then ó is a semi-metric on ,9 (i.e. it uray not satisfy the triangle ineq¡ality of

the standard metric axioms), and No(f) : {q: d,L(Fe,q'eo) ( ú}' Clearly p € ¡/
for every lr/ e Á/o, and the intersection of two strong neighborhoods at p is a

strong neighborhood at p. Furthermore, "A,/o 
admits a countable filter base given

by {Nr(Lln) : n € N}, hence the strong neighborhood system is first-countable'

The aüove explanation yields the following fact [see more details in [14], p' 191]:

3 Theorem. Let(S,F) be a PSM space, thenthe strong nezghborhood sys-

tern tlefi,nes a ge,ne,ruli,zed to'pology of type Vp whi,ch is Fréchet-se'pa'ruted o,'ncl

first-countable. \QEDI

This generalized topology is called the strong generalized topology of the

PSM space (S, F).
The main result in [6] is the following'
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4 Theorem. [Hóhte] LetT be at-norm such that süP0<"<17(r,r) < I'
A Fréchet-separated generl,l,ized topology (Ll)pes on a set s is dertaable from
a Menger PM space (s,F,T) i.f and only if th.ere eTists a Hausdo'rt'J-sep(rrated,

general,ized, uni,form structure l,,l hauing a countable filter base, such that U i's

corn'pu,t'ible wi,th (I,{r)rr¿s. taEDl

5 Remark. If (s, -F, r) is a PN{ space wit}r r continuons, then the a,ssociated

generalized topologv is in fact a topology. This topologv is called the strong

topology. Becanse of (M1) this topology is Hausdorff. Since it is first-countable

and. uniformable, it is netrizable fsee [14, Theorem 12 1'6]]'

Conversely, if supg<,.1 :r@.r) : 1, then a Fróchet-scparated, trniformable

topology is derivable ft,t- a Xdenger space (S' F,T) if and only if ttrere exists a

Hausdorff uniformity LI on ^9 having a countable ñlter base [6]'

4 Translation-invariant generalized topologies

Asstrme now that ,5 is a vector space over JR. A generalized topologJ (Up)pes

on s' is saicl to be tru,¡tslat'io,n-i,nuat"¿a'nl if for aii I/ e u, and Q € s, we have

q + u e up+q. consequently, a translation-invariant generalized topology is

uniquely determined by the neighborhood system l,ts at tYrc origin d of ,5. In

this case, the generalized uniforuiity from which one can derive the generalized

topology is:

tt :: {V c S x S | :¿/ et'ls :V ) {(p, q) |p - q €U}}

Recall that a snbset U of a vector space is calired rutli'ul lf -U : Ul \t is called

c'ircled, (or batanced)if 
^U 

c [/ fol all lll < 1.

6 Theorem. Euery PN space (S,u,r,r*) adrn'its a generaLized topology

(1,\)pe s of typeVp whi,ch'¿s Fréchet-separated, tra'nslati'r¡'n-'inua'rtant. and counta-

bly - g enero,tert by ro,cf i'al and' circled, 0 -ne'r,ghborhoods.

Pnoor'. Let (,9, u,r,r*) be a PN space with 7 non-necesstr,rily continr-rous.

Let (,5, F) be its associated PSM space' where Fp,q : ur-n' Tlne strong neigh-

lrorlroocls atparegiven by^b(¿) : {q e S : uo-r(t) > 1-¿}: p+Na(t)'In par-

ticular, the generalized. topology is translation-invariant. By (N1) we have that

this generalized topology is Fréchct-separated (as in the case of PSM spaces).

The countable base of d-neighborhoods is {/VB(}) : n e N}, whose elements are

clearly radial and circled, by axioms (N2) and (N4), respectively' 6Edt'

Note that the generalized topology induced by a PN space ('5, u'r,r*) ís

derivable from the following genelalized unifolmity:
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which is translation-invariant and has a countable filter base of radial and circled

vicinities.
Adapting the methods in [6], we next show that a converse result holds for

such generalized topologies (or generalized uniformities).
Let S be a vector space and (l/¡).res be a Fréchet-separated, translation-

invariant, generalized topology of type Vp on,S. Then, there is a unique transla-

tion-invariant, Hausdorff-separated generalized uniformity, which is defined as

follows
tt:: {V C 

^9 
x S I lU €l'ls:V ) {(p, q):p- S €U}}.

The analogous result of Theorem 4 for PN spaces is the following. (Note that
there is an extra assumption on ?):

7 Theorem. LetT be at-norm such that suP¡<"<rT(r,r) 1\' Suppose

thatT(r,a) 1ra, wheneuer rJ,U 16, for some 6 > 0. A Fréchet-separated,

translat'ion-'inuarzant, general'ized topology (Ur)prS on a real uector space S 'is

deri,uable frorn a Menger PN space (S,u,r7,rT.), i,f and onlyUs admi'ts a count-

able base of radi,al a'nrJ, c'írcled su,bsets.

PROO¡.. The direct implication has been shown above. For the converse, let

B : {Vn I n e N} be a countable filter base for /,/e consisting on radial and

circled d-neighborhoods.
Let l/o € N such that 1 - # > suP0<r<17(r,t). We can assume that

# a ó,so that T(*,A) l ry,for aIlr,y I fr, where d is given by hypothesis'
" 

Before defrning u, recall from [6, Theorem 2] the distribution functions ]7,.,

(used to define the probabilistic metric F):

:r10
o<r<;ft,
-+ < r<Ln-t L

m<r1ml1 form€N.

By pnttirrg "r.,p- Fp,g" in [6, Theorern 2]) we define:

"P\* ) '-

We next check that (5,u,r7,ry-) is a PN space. Axiom (N1) holds because the

generalized topology is Fréchet-separable. (N2) holds because all V,r's are radial.

(N3) holds as in [6]:

r7(up,r)(r) - sup T(ur(r),"q(s)) 31- 1/¡/0 !ue¡q(r * s) : up+q(t)'
r+a:xi

(o
| 1-ll(A¡o(n+1)).rn\r):: 
] r _ 1/(2No(n+ t)).
I t - t¡ 12"'+rl/s(r¿ + 1)).

( Po, P lvt
\ f'".'p €Vn\V"+r.fol n € N

l. to, P €. )nvn.
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Finally, for (N4): Let p €Vn and,\ e [0,1]. Then, )p and (t - ))p are also in

Vrr, because V' is circled. For r : r * st we have to show that

up(r) < T* (v¡r(r), z1r-.1¡p(s)).

suppose first that r and s are strictly greater than 1, r,s ) 1. Let a,b,c € N
strch that a 1 r I a*I,b 1 s 1 b* 1, and c 1 r 15 ( c* 1. Then'

uxp(r) : | - 7 I (2"+I.¡/o(n + f )).

rulr-,r;p(s) : | - r I (2b+1,161n + r)),

ur(r *s) : 1 - ll (2'*'l/s(n + 1))

By the properties of 7 it follows that

T*(usr(r),ru1r-r¡o(s)) :1 - T(1 - uxp(r'),1 - r'1r-r¡e(s))

:1 - T (r I Qo+ilúo(n + r)), I I Qb+r¡úo(t + 1)))

>7 - (rlQ"+1¡tr0(', + 1))) ' QlQb+r N¡(n + t)))

>r-71(2'+r¡ro(n+t))
:up(r*s):urlr¡-

In the third line we have used that the arguments of ? are smaller than 1/l/0,

thus we can apply T(r,y) I ry.Then, we obtain up 3 rr'*(vx'p,u11-xo¡) as

desired. The inequality for the other possible values of r and s, is checked in a

similar way. we conclude that (s, u,r7,r7*) is a Menger PN space under ?.

It only remains to show that the generalized topology induced by z is the

same as the one given at the beginning. As in [6] , we have by construction that

,.: 
{o€ 

s tu,(#) -'- *dl¡}
Thus, the filter base {p e S | ,r(#) > 1 - ',fi} 

indu.ced by ru is equivalent to

6, hence the proof is finished. @Ei-l.l

8 Remark. Theorem 6 also holds if instead of assuming T(r,a) 4 ru near

the origin, one assumes that ? is Archimedean near the origin (i'e' there is a

6 > 0 suchthat 0 1T(r,r) I r, for all0 < T < ó).Inthat case, the distribution

function Fl, can be chosen as:

( 0 :r(0
r, \ J t-z iO<rlfrrn\r)|: 

] f _T(z,z) ,7ft1<r<I
| 7-T*+r(z,z) irn <r Sml-1 for m € N,

where z:7lQ'{o(n + 1)), 71(r,y):T(r,y) and recursively

T' (*, y) : T (T' -r (r, a),7'- | (*, Y))'
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